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Abstract
RECfusion is a framework devoted to the automatic process-

ing of video data from many devices, as smartphones, tablets, we-
bcams, surveillance cameras, etc., where all devices are thought
to be connected into a 4G LTE network. Exploiting this mo-
bile ultra-broadband connection the communication paradigm
between users in the social media context can be augmented: in
events like concerts, feasts, expos and so on, users become ei-
ther producers than fruitors of video data. RECfusion analyzes
video streams from several devices and infers semantics perform-
ing scene understanding. Key scenes are identified with relation
on each video stream and all the other ones; then the system
generates a video rendered from a mixage of the selected video
streams. In ref. [1] a system based upon visual content popularity
has been already implemented in RECfusion. In this work we pro-
pose an extension for RECfusion: a novel automatic video cluster
tracking algorithm able to identify the different scenes in the gath-
ered video streams selecting for each of them the best recording
device.
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Introduction
The automatic processing of video data from many devices,

as smartphones, tablets, webcams, surveillance cameras, etc.,
where all these devices are thought to be connected into an ultra-
broadband network, like a 4G LTE, is not a trivial issue. In
the real-time context, big data in the video domain have to be
processed and smart data mining should infers the right seman-
tic from video streams. Related application scenario exploiting
multi-video semantic retrieval could be multiple: for instance, the
information inferred from several devices could be useful in the
cultural heritage restoration scenario, since retrieved data could
be used to perform interpolation on missing data [4–7]. Another
useful application could be implemented with the purpose of aug-
ment assistive technology devices, introducing data-processing
from multiple sensors, like the depth-cameras mounted on Elec-
tronic Travel Aid systems [8–10]. Furthermore, the social me-
dia context definitively represents a key factor: video streams are
gathered in a crowdsourcing paradigm, so they can be processed
to capture and represent the mood of the crowd. For instance, ex-
ploiting this process, information about what is really salient from
the point of the view of the audience can be retrieved; once that
the most salient subject is identified, then it is possible to further

investigate the reasons that has generated a so great focus on it.
This foundings might be used as a powerful cue to make specific
improvements to change the degree of appeal of the scene.

In literature, several solutions have been proposed in the field
of multi-device video inference crowd-saliency driven [11–14].
However, these works expect strict prior conditions to solve the
problems related with the use of different recording devices, in-
deed they use the same model of device for each experimenta-
tion or manually set the number of scenes of interest, introduc-
ing bias. Some works [11–13] exploit a high time consuming 3D
scene reconstruction technique based upon “structure from mo-
tion” to find position and direction of each acquiring device. In
ref. [14] the framework MoViMash tries to replicate the behavior
of a movie director implementing a framework that learn from la-
beled sets of video frames how to and when switch scenes, never-
theless this is a technique hardly adaptable in a real-time context,
since learning phase should be tuned to every different recorded
scenes.

In ref. [1] the RECfusion framework is presented for the first
time: video streams by multi-device are analyzed with the aim of
finding the most popular video stream, representing the strongest
“mood” of the crowd. In the present work, we augment RECfu-
sion framework with the functionality of tracking all the identified
scenes in video streams, not only the most popular one at each
time, introducing scenes story log and allowing the selection of
scenes of interest between the available ones.

The main aims of the proposed RECfusion framework ex-
tension are: firstly, analysis of video streams from multi-source
multi-device context, secondly, identification of the scenes of in-
terest through clustering of video sequences, and finally, time
tracking of the computed scenes clusters. These tasks are syn-
chronization between video stream uploaded by multiple users,
how to perform clustering of video scenes and cluster recognition
for the time tracking purpose. Indeed, the clustering phase runs
every time slot, while clusters of different time slots have to be
properly matched since scenes (and clusters) could change within
each video stream.

The rest of the paper is structured in the following way: first
of all an overview of RECfusion framework is given, then the pro-
posed framework extension is discussed. Secondly, some exper-
imental results are shown to asses the soundness of the proposed
cluster tracking method. Finally, we propose some future works
and conclusions.

RECfusion Overview
In the RECfusion framework, developed by Telecom Italia

JOL Wave in collaboration with the University of Catania [1, 2],
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Figure 1. RECfusion intra- and inter-flow classifications. Video frames are represented in a timetable. On the upper-side, the intra-flow classification of d6 is

shown; in the array the frames are labeled according to the definition of intra-flow classified frame, so, for instance, the third label refers to scene 2 of device 6

at time 3. On the right-side, starting from an example of intra-flow classification, the inter-flow classification at t5 is shown; in the array the frames are labeled

according to the definition of inter-flow classified frame, so, for instance, the third element of the array refers to a frame in cluster 2, acquired by device 3 at time

5.

video streams multi-source multi-devices are gathered and syn-
chronized by a server. Frames are processed in every time-slot
with algorithms that normalize color data, in order to increase the
chance of recognize the same scene between the very different
recording devices [15–18].

Two kinds of scene classification can be defined: intra-flow
and inter-flow ones. Intra-flow classification routine takes video
frames of a single video stream as input, and returns the same
set of frames labeled with respect to the classified scenes within
the single video stream. Then, every time slot, inter-flow clas-
sification routine takes, from all the video streams, video frames
labeled by intra-flow classification as input, and returns the same
set of frames clustered with respect to the classified scenes within
all the video streams. In this way, RECfusion can distinguish the
scenes in a video stream through the intra-flow classification, and
can exploit the inter-flow classification to find which devices are
acquiring the same scene, since they are clustered in the same
cluster. Video frames f can be represented in a timetable in the
following way (Figure 1): video streams from different devices
d are inserted in the timetable row-wise, while time-slots t are
counted column-wise. When a video stream ends, consecutive
video-frames of the row are marked with slashed cells. Each
intra-flow classified frame S is labeled with a scene ID, a device
ID and a time-stamp. When a frame is classified as noise it is
marked with a N label, and no scene ID is assigned. Similarly to
intra-flow classified frame S, each inter-flow classified frame C is
labeled with a cluster ID, a device ID and a time-stamp.

A new time slot is defined each time the “configuration
of scenes” changes, that is when a scene acquired by a device
changes or noise occurs. However a new time slot is also defined

if a configuration of scenes persists for more than n frames. Since
in Ref. [1] this number of frames is set to n = 61, assuming a
frame rate of 30 fps, it is guaranteed that at most every 2 seconds
a new time slot is defined, and a new device is elected as the most
representative between the set of acquiring devices. The most rep-
resentative device is defined as the closest to the centroid of the
cluster with the highest number of devices, properly called for this
reason “the most popular cluster”. Indeed, this cluster chosen on
its visual content popularity could be used as a powerful cue to
understand the “mood” of the crowd.

RECfusion Proposed Extension
RECfusion, as described in the previous Section, selects the

most representative video device, keeping the focus on what is
most popular in that moment, just like a real director could do.
However, one could also be interested on what happens in the less
popular scenes, so it could be useful to track all the clusters upon
time and eventually have the possibility to inspect a specific one
of them. Indeed, we define this proposed extension to RECfusion
framework as cluster tracking, since once a new scene cluster is
defined in a time slot, then it can also be recognized in another
successive time slot too.

To exploit inter-flow classification, clusters are labeled with
a cluster ID, however it is important to notice that clusters with
same cluster IDs but different timestamps could not be the same
semantic cluster (could not represent the same scene). After all,
also scenes labeled by intra-flow classification with same scene
IDs but different device IDs could not represent the same acquired
scene. So, inter-flow classification identifies intra-flow classified
frames that represent the same scene in a time-slot, while clus-
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Figure 2. Cluster tracking: logged-clusters matching. Starting from an example of intra-flow classification at t3, we consider cluster C1 and represent it in red.

Then a centroid (the red star) for cluster C1 is defined. The computed centroid is compared with logged-centroids stored in cluster log (marked with CL). In this

case, a match occurs with logged-cluster L2 (represented in purple).

ter tracking identifies inter-flow classified clusters that represent a
scene in the whole acquisition session.

Cluster tracking procedure has an initialization phase in
which we define a cluster log, that is a list in which centroids
of tracked clusters are stored. For this reason, we refer to stored
centroids (and then clusters) as logged-centroids. For each time-
slot, clusters computed by inter-flow classification are compared
with the logged ones and if a match occurs then the cluster ID la-
bel is changed in the matched logged-cluster ID label (Figure 2).
Each cluster-tracked frame is labeled with logged-cluster ID, a de-
vice ID and a time-stamp. Obviously, centroids are not re-labeled,
since we are changing the labels of the cluster, not its frames; cen-
troids will be used in the next phase of logged-centroid update.
Exploiting cluster tracking it is possible to found that all devices
in a cluster are acquiring a scene identified in the whole video by
a specific logged-cluster. Finally, logged-centroids are updated
and/or if the computed cluster did not match any already existing
logged-cluster then new ones are defined.

Cluster Tracking Method
More in detail, for each time slot, when a new cluster is iden-

tified through Intra-flow classification we try to match this clus-
ter with the logged ones. In order to compare clusters, we com-
pare centroids, that are represented by equalised histograms [15].
As for Intra-flow and Inter-flow classification [1], also for clus-
ter tracking we use the definition of distance between equalised
histograms employed by [19]:

d(hLC,hC) =
Σ(hLC −hC)

2

Σ(hLC)2 (1)

where hLC and hC are the weighted histograms related to
logged-centroid and centroid in evaluation. Accordingly to this

definition, distance could range between 0 (minimum) and 2
(maximum), so we consider two centroids to correctly match if
they have a distance lesser then a threshold TLC. Now, we can
distinguish between logged-clusters matching and logged-clusters
update.

Logged-Clusters Matching
An example of logged-clusters matching procedure is shown

in Figure 2. As said, we try to match centroids of each time slot
with logged-centroids. If at least one logged-centroid positively
match, then it will be used in the tracking procedure: all frames la-
beled with the same cluster ID at this time slot are re-labeled with
the matched logged-cluster ID. If several logged-centroids posi-
tively match, then the closest one will be considered the matching
one. Notice that matched logged-centroids cannot be matched
more times by the other centroids of the same time-slot: in this
way multiple matches of the same logged-centroids are simply
avoided. However, we randomize the order in which centroids of
a time-slot are compared with the logged-centroids, so the clusters
with lower cluster-IDs (that are the firsts to be identified) have no
significantly advantages with respect to other ones. On the other
hand, if none logged-centroid matches, then a new one is created,
initialized with the histogram values of centroid in evaluation. Fi-
nally, matched logged-centroid have to be updated.

Logged-Clusters Update
We defined a cluster centroid as the average histogram of its

frame histograms. When a new centroid is created, we use an
equally weighted mean, so every frame histograms equally par-
ticipate to its creation. If a logged-centroid matched a centroid
during the matching phase, then it has to be updated. For each
logged-centroids, we store in the cluster log also a counter for the
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Figure 3. Example of Cluster Tracking on two different time slots of video sequence “Meeting” (from RECfusion dataset [2]).

quantity of histograms that had contributed to it. Through this
counter we can update logged-centroid using a properly weighted
mean between logged-centroid and centroid in evaluation, where
the weights are the counter itself for the former and the number
of histograms (frames) for the latter. Counter of histograms in
the cluster log could be clearly much higher than the number of
histograms in the re-labeled cluster: actually it continuously raise
in time, making centroids of re-labeled clusters even less influ-
encing in the updating. In other words, logged-centroids become
more stable with increasing number of updates.

Experimental Results
In our experiments we have planned several experimenta-

tions to process multi-source multi-device videos from different
scenarios and used the proposed framework to infer the main se-
mantic clusters contained in the video streams. In particular, we
have used RECfusion Dataset (2015) [1,2]. We have manually la-
beled this dataset, in order to define a set of ground truth clusters
to estimate the quality and soundness of the proposed approach.
The new RECfusion Dataset with labeled cluster consists of 3 sce-
narios with 3 clusters for each one of them. Moreover, the dataset
has approximatively an overall of 7000 frames subdivided in 150
time slots.

In Figure 3 is shown a comparison of cluster tracking re-
sults on two different time slots of a video. On the left side,
video streams are highlighted in yellow or blue with respect to
the tracked cluster. Then, the most representative (the nearest to
cluster centroid) video stream for each cluster and for the most
popular cluster (as defined in Ref. [1]) is shown. Notice how the

video stream chosen by [1] could differ from the one suggested by
this paper, since in this extension we have introduced the logged-
clusters update phase. In Figure 4 another comparison of cluster
tracking results is shown: in this case three clusters (yellow, blue
and red) have been tracked.

Figure 4. Example of Cluster Tracking on four different time slots of video

sequence “Foosball Room” (from RECfusion dataset [2]).

As explained in Cluster Tracking Method description, the
comparison phase between computed centroids (clusters) and
logged ones implies a definition of distance between centroids
and, consequently, of a threshold TLC. We supposed that almost
near (similar) centroids, hence clusters, have to be considered as
the same semantic cluster. Although TLC = 1 in ref. [1], in our
experimentations we exploited our new manually labeled dataset
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to investigate the existence of a better threshold value for cluster
tracking purpose. We tested several thresholds values and then
we compared True Positive Rate (TPR, also called Recall), True
Negative Rate (TNR, also called Specificity) and Accuracy of the
Cluster Tracking Method for each tested threshold. Experimental
results are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Experimentally, we de-
rived the best threshold value for TLC equal to 0.15, in which we
gained the highest mean TPR value (86%) and among the highest
mean TNR (98%) and mean Accuracy (99%) values.

We have uploaded ground truth labels, output videos and val-
idation results on [3].

Figure 5. RECfusion Cluster Tracking Recall (TPR).

Figure 6. RECfusion Cluster Tracking Specificity (TNR).

Graphical User Interface
We have developed a Graphical User Interface for the pro-

posed RECfusion extension, allowing the user to select scenes of
interest between the available ones. A screenshot of the GUI is
shown in Figure 8. Typical video player commands (like Start,
Pause, Stop, . . . ) have been inserted. Active clusters are shown
on the left, together with the RECfusion [1] output on the bottom;
user can select one of the active clusters from the “Virtual Direc-
tor” panel and dynamically view it on the right side of the GUI
switching from a cluster to another. The selected video stream is

Figure 7. RECfusion Cluster Tracking Accuracy.

redirect to the output stream, so it could be eventually recorded
as it has been mounted by the user. In the social media context,
this functionality could enhance user-experience during the navi-
gation of the video streams gathered by the community. Anyone
might virtually become a director: information about the number
of devices in each cluster gives a cue about the popularity of that
cluster, so in every moment the user is able to choose the most
popular cluster from the point of view of the community or the
most interesting cluster from his own point of view.

Figure 8. A screenshot of the RECfusion Graphical User Interface showing

the Cluster Tracking framework.

Conclusion and Future Works
In this work we have presented an extension for already ex-

isting RECfusion framework [1,2]. A novel automatic video clus-
ter tracking algorithm, allowing identification of different scenes
in the gathered video streams and selection for each of them of the
best recording device, has been proposed. The Cluster Tracking
Method has been described, and the definition of Cluster Log as
a list of representative centroids has been given. We stressed the
attention that a proper selection of a threshold TLC in the cluster
matching process allows a better tracking performance.

As future works, we are planning to add some other func-
tionalities, like the ones concerning on Assistive Technology or
Security issues. For instance, RECfusion might be used exploit-
ing wearable cameras to answer question like “How much time
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have I spent in a specific room?”, or exploiting surveillance cam-
eras it might give an advice on when the scenario is subject to
some changes. Also the possibility to proper enhance input video
stream will be considered [20–22]. Further useful studies will be
definitively conducted in these fields.
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